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‘This Sunday, July 8, we will be walking from
Pick Mere near Northwich into the gentle
surrounding countryside. Approx 8 miles and
no hills. Feels about right given the heat and
hideous traffic… 45-50 min journey from
Liverpool.
Nice pub for refreshments, and a swim at the
end for those who fancy it (& possibly the
beginning too for early arrivers!!)’
That was how joint walk leaders Andrea and
Fiona announced a change of plan for
Merseyside Red Rope in July. The original idea
involved a long journey to Anglesey. Judging
from these photos by Rod and Mario they
made the right decision!
There is more about the adventures of the
intrepid Merseysiders to come!
National Gathering 2018 – a reminder
This will be at the Glenorchy Centre in
Wirksworth in the Peak District, close to
Derby, on the weekend of Oct 5 - 7. It was
decided to revert to holding the meeting
between 4.30 and 6.30 pm on the Saturday,
as was the case a few years ago, and to keep
it to a maximum of two hours. This would be
helped by officers’ reports being distributed by
email two weeks in advance to all attendees.
It would also mean there would be enough
time for decent walks on both days and that
members living closer to the venue could just
come for the Saturday.
The meeting will be followed by a communal
meal and a performance by the band ‘Clarion
Call’ about whom Sheffield Red Ropers said:
“It was a great evening. Thanks for pushing
Clarion Call in our direction!”

“... some very talented people.”
“I was glad I came. I enjoyed it very much.”
There are also many small spaces to have a
chat. As usual fruit juice, real ales and wine
will be on sale at bargain prices! There will be
two led walks on each day, one modest, the
other less so, but you would obviously be able
to devise your own routes in an area with so
much to offer.
The NC are hoping that these changes and
the venue (‘Pleased to hear the AGM is going
to my favourite town!’ Rob Steel) will result in
a healthy turn out. Forms are on the website.

Wolfscote Dale, near Wirksworth, venue for this year’s AGM

The Glenorchy Centre is situated right in
the heart of historic Wirksworth. It’s a Grade II
listed building with 3 star accommodation and is
ideally placed for exploring the Peak District.
The centre sleeps 26 in 4 bedrooms, 3 dormitory
style with 4, 8 and 12 beds and a 2 bed room.
There are 2 blocks of showers and toilets plus a
separate disabled/leaders wet room. All bedding
is provided as is wi-fi!
Clarion Call will be performing on Saturday night
using accordion, ukulele and guitars. The songs
are supported by slides and stories celebrating
the Clarion Ramblers (formed 1900, disbanded
2013). The material comes from Clarion sources,
including poems which they have set to music.
They also have some original songs about
events like the Winnats Pass rally and one or two
other folk songs that fit.
Mike from the band says, ‘The songs are around
the themes of access, rambling, deprivation and the
Clarions’ love of nature. We hope the audience will

sing along. Looking forward to it.’ Proof your
boots and tickle your tonsils! Book now!
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Red Rope East Anglia is five years old !
RREA – MAP-READING PRACTICE

Red Rope East Anglia (RREA) still feels like a
relatively new group although we have been
walking for over five years now - since a freezing
day in March 2013! At present we have 15 paid
up members, but are often joined by friends
which can swell the numbers. This year, along
with our monthly 2nd Sunday walks, we ran a trip
to Beddgelert, Snowdonia, where we were joined
at the Cae Ysgubor hut by RR members from
London, Sheffield and Kent. Our members have
also travelled to Cornwall, Scotland and Cumbria
on other trips when the beauty of East Anglia
needed to be supplemented by a few hills. Over
the summer months we have also organised
additional bi-weekly Thursday evening walks,
while other activities this year have included a
navigation training walk, social gatherings and
sea swimming.
Although the walking year (so far) has bought
many joys and highlights I think for me getting to
the top of Snowdon was the fulfilment of an
ambition I have held for several years. A small
group of five Red Ropers (led by Sarah and
Deena) walked up the Pyg Track and down the
Llanberis Path, a distance of about 12 miles. A
great combination of Red Rope team work and
lucky weather with the clouds clearing just as we
reached the top! (See photo below.)

There are many keen walkers in our group - and
a range of experience using maps and
compasses. We decided to have an extra, short
walk which we could take slowly and spend time
looking at detail, all of us thinking about where
we were going, and sharing skills. Seven
members came along, the weather was kind and
we all found it a useful exercise. We looked at
grid references and scale, did some measuring
and pace counting, and identified features on the
map as we went, comparing them to what we
saw around us. We also looked at compasses and
took some bearings, which was good practise –
we could actually see where we were heading
and, happily, this coincided with the direction
suggested by the compass! We were rather
limited with contours on this walk but, yes, there
are some hills in Norfolk so we will look out for
those another time. (I also realised that I may
need to buy a new map as mine was out of date
and several details had changed. However, that
was a good lesson in itself).

Alice Lyons

Plodge, Slither and Sink or… Mend Our Mountains!
How old is the youngest walker you’ve seen on
the hills this year? Ten years ago the answer
would quite possibly be (apart from the odd
trudging pack of miserable Duke of Edinburgh
teenagers) someone in their thirties. Late
twenties at best. And the norm? Well, a Red
Roper or a Rambler: the vast majority fifty-plus.
This year I have seen, as I’m sure you have,
numerous groups of people in their early
twenties, late teens, families with children,
babies in back-packs... in fact the whole range of
ages. And isn’t that marvellous?

So, a great change for the better. And like all
changes, it has consequences. What is happening to the paths that provide access to this
beauty for a growing number of people? Well,
some of them are in a very bad way. According
to the BMC, some of the most popular paths
have been widened by erosion to up to thirty
metres wide! The worst I have personally seen
was on the Yorkshire fells, when walking
Wainwright’s Coast to Coast with a friend. We
approached Nine Standards Rigg, between Keld
and Kirkby Steven, across a moorland plateau of
peat. Which used to be peat haggs. But now,
more of a peat swamp: a great expanse of black
sludge, with a signpost in the middle, where the
paths used to meet. Rain and spring water
accumulate where drainage channels and gullies
have been softened by the passage of hundreds
of pairs of boots, then have collapsed and
blocked the outflow. Or when the water does
escape, it finds the easiest way, as water always
does, and cascades down the paths with their
loosened stones, gravel and turf – and carries
the whole lot down with it.
‘Something Must Be Done!’ I thought. So when
the BMC launched their Mend Our Mountains
appeal in 2016 I was pleased to donate. And it
was great to meet, on a wet, cold day walking up
Ringing Roger with a Red Rope group, a team of
mud-covered volunteers laying huge stones to
change a tumbling, water-soaked path into a
series of more gently sloping steps.
‘’But it takes the fun out of it!” I hear you object.
“Walking on turf is so much nicer than those
huge slabs of sandstone – and think about how
they wobble sometimes, and send a squirt of
black water right up your leg!” Well, yes, it has
to be admitted that some of our pleasure is lost
through the strengthening of the surfaces we
walk on. But do you feel this is an acceptable
price to pay for our other pleasures -

the magnificent views, the sweet air, the bracing
winds, the feeling of freedom, and all the healthy
exercise, relaxation and wellbeing that we get
from being able to walk on our hills? To walk,
that is – not plodge, slither and sink! For more
info on the Mend Our Mountains Appeal go to
https://mendmountains.thebmc.co.uk
Red Rope is making a donation to the appeal.
But don’t let that stop you. This year’s target is
£1,000,000 – and the more the appeal gets, the
better our paths will be! Jon Marsden

National Trips programme 2019
We have booked 5 week-long trips:
New Year: Swarthbeck House, Ullswater a great house for lakeside and valley walking.
February: Stair, Newlands Valley, Lake District.
March: Alex Mac, Glencoe. Fab hut & location.
April: Muir of Inverey, Cairngorms - a popular hut
for longer days on the hills.
May: Arran. Scotland in miniature!
See MIS for dates, details and organisers. Send
booking forms to me if there is no organiser.
Trip transport
About 30% of those on national trips drive
independently. This costs them more but allows
for extending time away, understandable with
such long journeys. Filling the ‘official’ cars with
three people and sourcing second drivers has
become more difficult. Those giving lifts should
have the option to share the driving but if this
isn’t possible a solution is for some to take the
train. The independent drivers can do pickups
and provide transport during the trip. Please note
your travel preferences on booking forms.
A plea for simplicity
Week long trips often spend less than the £5
daily food budget per person but meals have
become more complex and cooks sometimes feel
obliged to prepare a feast. Let’s all do our bit to
keep our national trips programme sustainable by
choosing affordable ingredients and keeping
meals simple. Seven successful week long trips
throughout each year is something to celebrate
and treasure.

Becky Bates nationaltrips@redrope.org.uk

Update on the LMC Huts at Beddgelert and Blea Tarn
Cae Ysgubor, Beddgelert
The upstairs showers have now been installed, so there are now four in all. Reports from our
members using the hut are extremely positive. Red Rope has installed a key safe outside the hut
where a key fob can be left when out for the day (NOT between visits). Key holders have been
given the code and I will send it to regions organising trips to the hut.
The Loft at Blea Tarn, Langdales
There are plans to upgrade this, including the provision of a shower on the ground floor and
installation of an electronic key system, as at Cae Ysgubor. The aim is also to make the hut more
comfortable for winter months. Planning permission has been obtained, but negotiations over
the lease are yet to be finalised with the National Trust and LMC do not have all of the £40 to
£50k needed for the work. Donations would be welcome! Until the work has been done the hut
is not being let to outside groups, but Red Rope regions and individuals may still use it.
Important reminders on the use of both huts
Bids from regions for 2019 trips are needed now! If your region has not yet had a trip to one
of these huts you will get priority, so please consider it. Groups from further away might
want to consider a long weekend over a bank holiday.
Applications for key fobs for Cae Ysgubor should be made well in advance of your first stay at
the hut, as LMC can be slow in issuing them. I’d recommend at least a month! I will need
a cheque for £20 made out to Lancashire Mountaineering Club plus your email address,
postal address and a contact phone number.
Individual Red Rope members using the huts must let me know the dates stayed and the
bands of the members in the group, so that we can keep track of the number of bed
nights used and the effect on RR finances.
Overnight charges for individuals should either be sent to me by cheque (made out to Red
Rope) or transferred to the Red Rope trips account. Payments for regional trips are made
direct to LMC, as for any other trip.
All individuals using the huts must be Red Rope members. You may not take guests. This is
due to insurance liability issues and does not apply to non-RR members on regional or
national trips.
All this information and anything else you need to know about using the LMC huts is on the
Red Rope website here: https://www.redrope.org.uk/activities/club-hut/. Please read it
before booking a regional trip or visiting the huts as an individual.
Barbara Segal, LMC Liaison Person: bednight@redrope.org.uk

Membership Secretary
Membership secretary and Membership support –
volunteers wanted!
Membership secretary
Membership data is now held on an online
system WebCollect so the job can be taken on by
anyone with internet access. Having moved to a
Jan-Dec membership year the majority of the
renewals will occur in a short period over the
winter and a day to create and post out all the
membership cards will be arranged with a group
of people to share the job. Renewal emails need
to be send out over this period and letters to
chase those who don’t respond. These can be
done through the system but use of excel and
word merge make this more flexible.
The other jobs to do include banking cheques,
answering queries, creating labels for the bulletin
and MIS and (currently) dealing with new members. New members could be done separately to
share the job as a separate role.
Membership support - new members
We get enquiries about membership and new
members joining throughout the year (we have
had approximately 40 in the first 6 months of the
year). We email a welcome and MIS to new
members, and email the regional contact, as
soon as we are aware of them (through WebCollect or I receive a membership form). I then create a membership card and send it out with a
bulletin etc.
This is a vital role for the club to welcome new
members, most of whom join as ex-members or
friends and family of members but others have
found us through the web, and needs someone
who can respond reasonably quickly when
members join. If you think this would interest
you please contact me, Linda Goss, via:

membership@redrope.org.uk

Arran Easter 2018
Prior to meeting up with the Red Rope group I
stayed at the basic but comfortable Lochranza
Centre, then Lamash on Arran. Highlights were a
tour of Arran Distillery with a drivers’ dram and
walking the ridge solo above pretty Coirr Fhionn
Lochs, complete with a snow drift. I saw red
deer grazing on the rich grass of the golf course
and a stunning sunset from the ridge path above
Loch Ranza. Distant mountain tops were set
alight with crimson bolts shooting upwards into
the clouds. When dark descended, the magnificent display continued, bouncing colours into the
clouds which then reflected onto the loch shore.
Just when I thought it couldn't get any better, a
bat flew past my ear.
At Lamash I witnessed a RNLI night exercise.
New recruits impressively manoeuvred the
precious boat onto the trailer in the water.
The following day, I watched the sun rise,
reflecting through the clouds before it rose over
Holy Isle. The boat for Holy Isle costs £12 return,
allowing an easy walk over the mountain on a
beautifully sunny day with clear views. I saw
divers, oyster catchers, herring, common gull,
Saanen goats, Eriskay ponies, including a two day
old foal and Soay sheep.
Friday 6 April
I arrived at the Shore Lodge spacious bunkhouse,
nestled in the stunning gardens of National
Trust’s Brodick Castle, to a warm welcome from
fellow Red Rope members.
We prepared a
simple meal for fourteen of us to share once
people arrived off the ferry. They had been
relieved that it was running as on Monday it was
cancelled due to furious winds.
Saturday 7
Three of us walked to within metres of Goat Fell
summit but were prevented from reaching the
top by icy rocks and mist. However, on the way
down I saw my first eagle. At the bunkhouse we
saw a red squirrel flash across our window.
Sunday 8
Two of us walked pretty Glen Rosa. A’Chir ridge
and Cir Mhor were tantalising hidden behind mist
for most of the walk, but occasionally the cloud
parted revealing a mountain scene. In the late
afternoon we watched a family of seals sunbathing on the rocks, metres from the bunkhouse.

Further around the coast Roy saw a hundred
seals sunbathing, and stumbled upon an otter
and her cub in their holt. An evening stroll along
Fishermans’ Walk, the loch side walk from the
bunkhouse to Brodick centre was a bonus and I
saw eider ducks. Sadly I missed the Red Rope
Easter Egg hunt!
Monday 9
I caught the ferry for the Islay walking week.
The grim day turned into a beautiful evening as
I visited RSPB reserve Loch Gruinart. Highlights
included walking the Oa (pronounced ‘Oh’)
where we saw more eagles, chough, peregrine
falcon and stonechat, stunning cliffs and white
beaches. The walk was led by RSPB managers
who gave a potted history and identified birds for
us. A day trip to the island of Jura was also
memorable.
I recommend visiting both Arran and the Isle of
Islay walking week if you can, but try to avoid
school holidays and book your ferry in advance.
Thanks to Scotland Red Rope for an great
weekend of walking, company and food.

Janey Hewitt
Janey’s photo of a few of the locals...

Arran May 2019
May 26th –June 2nd 2019 (Sunday to Sunday)
Kilmory Haven is a community owned enterprise, consisting of a village hall, café,
bar and purpose built bunkhouse.
www.Kilmoryhaven.com
We have booked the bunkhouse with 23
places in 4 rooms - bedding is included.
It is in a small village on the very south of Arran
right on the bus route. There are good buses
round the island for linear costal walks, or to get
to the more northerly fells. We will take a
minimum number of cars onto the island to
reduce ferry costs, so will need to be flexible and
plan our walks around the cars and buses.
The bunkhouse is in a lovely, quiet location and
just a few minutes walk from the beach. (It is
also not far from a fab beach frequented by seals
which we found on the last trip to Arran.)
The island offers opportunities for bird and
wildlife watching, cycling and other outdoor
sports. The walking is varied, from mountain
paths to deserted beaches, with caves and
ancient sites to explore. There is even a path
round the entire coast. In the more mountainous
north-east the peaks rise to 874m on Goat Fell.
The trip will be at 1.5 x normal trip rate.
(This may be reduced depending on numbers.)

Contact lindagoss@hotmail.co.uk
for further details

Summer. noun. the warmest season of the year, between spring and autumn, astronomically from the June solstice
to the September equinox. Starts (according to the RR Merseyside folks whom I joined on an evening solstice walk
to Hilbre Isle, in the Dee Estuary) with strawberries and champagne (zero alcohol, but still ticked the boxes!) in the
fine outdoors, with a gentle breeze, and only a little bit of sand in our sandwiches.
The walk across the sands depends on the tide. At the solstice, of course, the high tide is really high, and the low
tide really low, so once the tide’s well on the way out, there’s plenty of time to amble across from the Dee Lane
slipway at West Kirby to the island. It involves a bit of a deliberate dog-leg route that skirts around or over Little Eye
and Little Hilbre to reach the largest red sandstone outcrop that is Hilbre.
After a well timed pre-walk picnic on Hilbre Point, Madeleine led the happy band of seven souls plus dog out across
the emerging sands and into the setting sun, with perfect timing. We made the island just as the evening sun sank
between the wind turbines on the far horizon. Only a lonely seal was witness to our impromptu champagne
ceremony on the cliff top by the ruined lifeboat station. We walked the dusky 2 miles back to the shore with the
wind behind us, and as we reached the West Kirby shoreline, only the half-moon, Jupiter and Venus
remained to light our path.
——————————————————————————————————————Three days later, (once I’d finally laundered every grain of sand from my walking attire,) it was time to return to
see more of this coastline - further along to the west, where Snowdonia meets the sea, at Conwy. The group had
now swelled to 12 plus dog, and with Dave James’s leadership we meandered the six and a half miles through a
great variety of streets, coastal paths, fields, lanes, heathland and occasional rocky hill-tracks to complete an
inspiringly scenic circuit over Conwy Mountain. We had ringside seats in the heather for the launch of a paraglider,
and so lunch at the summit included the serendipitous entertainment of this intrepid parascender versus the local
resident bird life, in their contest for airspace.
A welcome break during the descent was a rest-stop beside the bracken-enclosed pool on the Conwy side of the
Sychnant Pass. The now waning spirit of JJ the Labrador was eventually rekindled by a cooling bath and the
administration of cake crumbs. We ambled onwards through a gentler landscape of fields stocked with alpacas and
sheep, spurred on by the lure of refreshments back in Conwy. An excellent amble with great variety and fine
panoramas of Llandudno and the Great Orme to the north, Moel Siabod and the Carneddau to the south and west.
Huge thanks go to Madeleine and to Dave for recce-ing and planning, to Neptune for perfect tides, and Mother
Nature for fine weather, the blooming of orchids and heather, and the appearance of seals and dragonflies.
Perfect orchestration all round, on both occasions!

Roger Greenhalgh photos and tex t

BMC AGM 2018
The main item concerned the BMC’s constitution. What
follows is an edited version of the explanation of the
choices on the BMC’s website: ‘This year, we’re asking
members to vote on some important changes to our
constitution. You can vote on two options:
A
This is the version formally recommended by the
BMC’s National Council and Board of Directors. It will
clarify
organisational
decision-making, increase
transparency and ensure we comply with company
law. It will put in place a high standard of
organisational governance (meaning that good
decisions are made by, and for, members). It will
ensure we remain eligible to receive government
funding under the Sport England Tier 3 funding
stream: the highest level of funding available to us.
B
This revised version of the constitution has been
developed by a group of BMC members. It would
mean fewer changes and would retain a similar
representational and decision-making structure to that
which has operated within the BMC for the past 20-30
years or more. Under such a structure the BMC would
no longer be eligible to apply for Tier 3 funding and
our partners in Mountain Training and the climbing
wall sector would have to apply for support
individually under alternative (Tier 1) funding.’

and experience to do a great job. She will be the first
female president which is an added bonus. I would
have voted for Les because he supported Option B
but Lynn was very impressive’.
Many Red Ropers felt that Option B would mean that
the BMC would remain answerable directly to its
members, whereas Option A seemed to favour a more
corporate approach. However, it was complicated!
Please refer to the BMC website for more detail.

bulletin@redrope.org.uk
Many thanks to all contributors. One of the items that
there wasn’t space for described a plan for navigation
training in the autumn in Beddgelert. If interested
contact mikehargaden@btinternet.com He has also
devised a gear check list which can be found on the
RR website >Trip Planning> Safety on Trips.
The photos on pages 2 and 3 are by Rod Kay and
Mario Gonzalez. I ’borrowed’ (with permission!) the
foreground below from one of Mario’s photos. I also
designed the front cover illustration, called ‘River at
Night’ and the illustration on page 7. You may have
seen my paintings on page 9 in Bulletin 25. As with
jokes, the old ones are the best! The deadline for the
next bulletin is 27 January 2019.
David Symonds

The account of the procedure and outcome:
‘This year's historic AGM had a record turnout, with
many votes being cast online. We want to thank
everyone for having their say and helping to shape the
future of the BMC.
At the AGM, Andy Syme from the BMC National
Council spoke for six minutes on Option A, and Andy
Say for six minutes on Option B, before the floor was
opened to questions. Around two hours of debate then
followed before votes were cast in the room and
added to the online proxy votes. The results were
conclusive: 6057 (92%) of the votes were in favour of
adopting the new articles of association of Option A,
409 (6%) voted for Option B and 91 (2%) for neither
A or B.
It was then time to vote on a new president. Up for
election were Lynn Robinson and Les Ainsworth. In a
historic moment for the BMC, Lynn won – the first
ever female president of the BMC – with 4168 votes
compared to Les with 2000.’
Sherry Macliver, RR National Trips treasurer, was at
the meeting and comments, ‘I was given proxy votes
from 27 Red Rope members. I cast all the discretionary votes I held for Option B, and all against John
Roberts’ motion. I cast all the discretionary votes for
president for Lynn Robinson. She has the presence

Red Rope day walks became much more
exotic in 2525 when teleportation
became as cheap as chips.

Publicise Red Rope - new flyer available!
There will also be a PDF available, if you want to
use it as it is. We will get a batch printed for
national use. So, if you want some of these
please get in touch as a region or an individual.
An image of the flyer is below: I hope it’s
popular! Please send any feedback or requests
for leaflets to
publicity@redrope.org.uk

Do you go to clubs, groups , cafes, meetings
or events where you could publicise Red
Rope?
If so there is a new A5 flyer available for you
to use. It is available online in the publicity
page of the RR website.
This is a MS Publisher file, designed for A5
size. There is a space for regions to add their
own contact details if they want to get their
own local leaflets or posters printed.

We still have some Red Rope business cards
which you can give to friends, or anyone
who may be interested. Keep a few in your
wallet, bag, or rucksack so you can give
them as a reminder. You can get these from
our regional contacts, or direct from me,
Janet Saunders, at publicity@redrope.org.uk

